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OFflG 0F IE SESSION

1. The Commit-tee on Fisheries (CoRI) held.
FAO Headquarters, Rome Italy. The Session
of the Committee, by observers froua 7 other
from 9 international organizations. A list
report0

The session was opened by the Chairman, Nr, E.G. Goonewardene (Sri Lanka), and. the
participairts were welcomed. in an ad.th'ess by Mr. Roy I. Jackson, Deputy Director-General of
FAO, -the text of which is reproduced in Append.ix B to this report.

The guest speaker for this session of -the Committee, Mr. T. lUsamune, President of
the Japan Marine Fishery Resources Research Centre, Tok-o, delivered. ari ad.d.ress at the

invitation of the Director-General. The text o' this address is reproduced in Appendix C
to this report.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND ¡RRNGETTS FOR THE SESSION

4, The Committee adopted the Agenda. given in Appendix D to this report. The document
which were before the Committee are listed. in Appendix E to this report.

A Dr'tin Committee was appointed, consisting of the representatives of Argentina
Cameroon, Indonesia, Norway and. the United States of America (Chairman).

ASPECTS OF flT2UENATI0NAL FISHERY MANAGEMENT AND DEVEL0PNT

Technical Conference on Fisher Management and Develojnerrt

The Committee heard. a report on the FAO Technical Conference on Fishery Management
and Develonent by Dr, A,W.H. Needler who had served as Chairman of the Conference0
Dr, Needler reminded the Committee of tb4 nature of the Oonferonoe, which had been
attended. by over 300 experts, mostly senior administrators, scientists and eoonomiwts,
Dr. Needler indicated. his satisfaction with -the quality and the useft.lness of the dis
oussions0 He regardod. this alone as full justification for the Conference, although ma!y
OthO EL1b5 W5 5.ChVLO

70 Th C ;-; no-tcd. a nimibsr of importsnt points which had er d from the Confer

The ecp1oi-tmtion of fisheries has proceeded. rapidly during the past several
eoades arid. stocks are now fully or overexploitod. Many scientis-ts felt,

however, th:t the world catch of traditionally caught marine species could. he

to about 100 million metric tons and. a oh 'eater catch could be
achieved if unconventional species were harvested., e.g. squids and. krill

There is already an urgent need for regulation of fisheries, aM this need. is
the rule rather -than the exception for exploited stocks, There is also a
need for exploitation at lower trophic levels1 and. for aquaculture

Management theory is sufficiently developed. for regulation of stooks bu-t -there

is need for better information and data, in particular for the timely application
of available knowledge

8. These conclusions were arrived. at early in the Conference and further discussions led.
to the recoguition of the following factors:

(a) In developing fisheries, careful planning is necessary and. rnut involve not only
biological but also economic and social factors, especially in developing couxi-'
tries.

I

its Eighth Session from 10 -to 17 April 1973 at
was attended. by representatives of 60 members
nations, and by representatives and, observers
of participants is given in Appendix A to this
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(b) Special attention must be given to fisheries of developing couirtries, in particular
their small-boat fisheries

(e) Additional attention mus-t also be given to a more sophisticated level of fishing
operations; it was noted that this was not necessarily inconsistent with (b) above

(a) One important factor in helping developing countries to expand and manage their
fisheries is the transfer of scientific skills and tec1molor. This involves
training and. education, associations between research institutions, joint ven-
tures, and other similar measures

(e) FAC) has an important role in the development and. management of world fisheries
and. -faces repeated. urgent requests for assistance

9., Dr. Needler then referred -to the recommendations made by the Conference and noted that
while, in a sense, they summarized i-bz outcome, the full value of the communication which
took place was considerably more important.

10. In the ensuing discussion, the Committee unanimously recognized that the Conference
had. been of great values It noted -that it had observed its mandate, by excluding discussion
of political or jurisdictional matters. The Committee expressed its satisfaction with the
documentation for the Conference which had. described well the present fishery situation and.
-the research and institutional needs to solve the problems faced.0

11 The Committee unanimously expressed its gratitude to the Government of Canada for ìts
generosity in hosting and financing the meeting, and its praise for Dr0 Needler for bis
skill as Chaixman and. his leadership.

12. The Committee expressed. general agreement with the recommendations of -the Conference
and. noted that these would be helpful in several ways:

The recommendations revealed a consensus on many important issues, such as has
not been obtained before

The recommendations of the Conference emphasized. many points which COFI and other
fishery bodies have stressed. in the past. The reinforcement of these concepts
was particularly valuable because of -the number and range of experts present at
Vancouver

(o) The recommendations would help -the Committee on Fisheries in indicating orders
of priority for FAO programmes

13. The Committee then directed its attention to those recommendations concerned princi-
pally with action by FAO and, also commented. on some others.

14. Recommendation 2 on Fisheries Data was repeatedly stressed and the Committee was in
full agreement with emphasis placed ori -the responsibility of governments -to provide
adequate statistics. The improvement of fishery data systems and the adoption of common
reporting procedures represented an area of activity which required considerable assistance
by FAO to developing countries and. to regional fishery bodies.

15. The Committee recognized that Recommendation No, 3 contained three major aspects.
Firstly i-t reflected -the consensus of the Conference on the present status of m.any stocks
and, the need for early action on the basis of available evidence. Secondly, it drew atten-
tion to the responsibility of the governments concerned. in adopting and implementing regu-
latory measures, Thirdly, i-t called upon FAO to call the attention of Governments to this
urgent need and assist -those concerned in taking action, In -this last connection, the
suggestion was made that FAO might develop criteria upon which management measures migrt
be based, paz'-tìoularJ,y as a guide to countries With developing fisheries,
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The Committee expressed its agreement on the importance of scientific advice for aqua-
culture, for the protection of the environment and for the rational utilisatiori of fishery
resources as expressed in ecommendation 1To, 4 on Science arid Development.

The Committee recognized the importance of Recommendation NoQ 5 on Long-Distance
Fleets, rioting that "The Conference recognized thai in some instances long-distance fishing
limits the opportunities of developing countries near the fishing grounds to undertake the
exploitation of the resources. The Conference therefore considered that in these cases the
capabilities of' the developing countries should be strengthened by, inter alia, appropriate
technical and economic assistance."

The Committee attached the utmost importance 'to Recommendation iTo. 6 on the Enlistment
of Industrial Skills in the Development of Fisheries in Developing Countries, as it con-
cerned a sphere of activity involving donors and recipients of technical and financial
assistance as well as FAO in its vital role of intermediary. It recognized that the Ree-
oinmoridation embraced a variety of measures; technical assistance, financial aid, joint
ventures and commercial collaboration in other forms. The Committee felt that joint ven-
tures represented a transitional stage leading -to increased national responsibility for
industrial activities, and that while they assumed various aspects, they basically consti-
tuted arrangements between the national parties concerned. FAO's role, in this area, could
consist mainly in providing information and some analysis of precedents and practices
resulting in guidelines adaptable 'to different situations which could be helpful to inter-
osted parties.

The Committee agreed that FAO's important role in the promotion of research and
training in fishery resource management and development, as outlined. in Recommendation
ITo. 7, required very substantial strengthening arid had to be considered in relation to
the prospects of available resources.

20, The Committee finally noted that aquaculture would be increasingly important in help-
ing meet needs for animal protein. It attached great importance to the holding of the
proposed FAO Technical Conference on Aquaculture as urged in Recommendation No. i0

Throughout its consideration of the Conference recommendations, the Committee recog
nized the necessity of a parallel consideration of the resources available to FAO and of
its proposals for its programme of work in the forthcoming biennium. It recalled that the
activities of the Department of Fisheries had received a substantial impetus when the FAO
Conference, a-t its Thirteenth Session in 1965, had, decided on the creation of the Committee
on Fisheries arid agreed 'to double the resources of' the Department over a period of aix years,
in recognition of the greater role that FAO was called upon to play. iMle the degree of
expansion envisaged for the Department of Fisheries had not been realized, fishery problems
had gro'zn in intensity and complexity. The recommendations of the Vancouver Conference had
to be examined in the same light as other demande on the services of the Department of
Fisheries, whether originating from inter-governmental fora or from individual governments.
The Committee felt that if all the recommendations of the Vancouver Conference pertaining
to FAO were implemented by the Department of Fisheries iii addition to ongoing work, then
additional monies would be required from funds other than the Regular Budget of' the Organi-
zation and. agreed to examine this aspect again when considering item 5 of its agenda. The
Committee noted that account should be taken of the fact that developing countries would
have difficulty in increasing their contributions to FAO. While bearing in mind, these
financial constraints, the Committee requested 'the Direc-tor-Genera]. to review the extent
to which -the relevant recommendations of the Conference aro, or could be, emphasized in
the current programmes of the Organization.

Support to regional fishery bodies

The Committee reviewed document CQFI/73/6 on support to FAO regional fishery bodies,
which concentrated in pax-ticular on the supply of statistical and. biological data and.
stock assessment. It also referred -to the Progress Report o± the ACMRR Working Party on
Scientific Advice to Fishery Management and. Development Bodies (COFI/73/Inf11).



The Committee agreed. that the collection and processing of statistical data for thE
aesh of fish stocks wss larly a national responsibilit aìxd. that their compilation
and. analysis should 'be accomplished, with full participation of national soientists through
the regional body concerned. A high priority should continue to be given to these activities.
The Committee also noted that technical assistance was often needed, particularly by devel-.
oping countries to identify and secure the most appropriate data required. The Committee
agreed that this assistance might be provided through the regional bodies or directly by FAO,

The Committee noted tim-b the ACMRR Working Party on Scientific Advice to Fishery Manage-
ment and. Develonent Bodies had. identified the tasks of' high priority, including technical
assistance, that needed to be carried out by the regional fishery bodies within the framework
of' FAO, It had pointed out 'that possible benefits from improved management far exceeded the
cost of supplying information needed for resource evaluation and advice, The cost of sup-
porting the seven existing FAO regional bodies adequately was estimated at around U.L$ 'I
million annually. The Commit-tee noted that the Regular Budget of the Department of Fisheries
annually bas been only $3 million and recognised that this source of funds was unlikely to
be sufficient to provide for their activities. I-b further noted that this was only one,
thou,s always a very important, aspeot of' the work of the FAO regional fishery bodies; these
bodi.es were also responsible for various other activities.

2. The Committee attached high priority to 'the -training and education of experts from
developing countries and. to the desirability of exploring ways and moans to associate scien-
tists and. 'technicians of' developing countries wi-tb the work of -the 3ecretariat of the regional
fishery bodies,

26, Tho Committee considered. various possible ways of' meeting the financial requirements
:'or the activities of' the FAO regional bodies in 'the field of stock assessment; these
:hcludd their conversion in-to convention-based. bodies, the rearrangement of priorities
:Uhth the programme of work o± the Department of Fisheries, including the greater share
ciovelo:psd countries in supporting the activities of those FAO regional bodies in which

they cons-bitute the predominant membership, increased financing by UND? or other funding
ius-ti-tu'tions, contributions by developed. countries voluntary regional funds for individual

or a global voluntary fund, to he allocated. among- the various regional bodies as
reqcired A levy on fish catches was also mentioned

27 : Cnnmittoe no'ted that the Inclo-Pacific Fisheries Council (IHIC) at its Fifteenth
$ci (October 1972) recommended. that its 1cho Ncvtions concic thL Thfl.iy of ih
cthliFbasnt of a regional voluntary fund. by wzy o' oon'truics: '» iember

and others for the purDoss of' ertzmn -'Jn- baQ- 2'3L:L ij r1Dioes
CJTO 'n hn -the region Lt upported this in' t cc h. be t'b1rh

rien-b of auch fund, by other FAO regional bodieLl might be piuiu

L.'opai for the establishiaent of an Intevna-biocl
iccv y for the Uostor Gu-tra1 A'tbn-ta

28 The Chairman of -the Sub-Commi-tteo on -the Develonent of Cooperation with International
OrganIsations concerned with Fisheries, Nr. N. Odoro (Kenya), reported on the discussions
that 'Lbs $ub-»Coinmit-tee had held. a-b its Third Session (Vancouver, Canada, 26-27 February

1973) on the possible establis»nent of a fishery body in the Western Central Atlantic, its
oeni:.blc scope and objectives and the form such a body could take (d.ocument COFI/73/4,
.'grnpbs 16-22) He indicated that there had been neral agi-'oement in the Sub-Committee

bii't such s. body would be useful to enable coastal states and 0-thor countries with an
in'torcs-t in 'the fisheries in the region 'to discuss matters of mutual concern as discussed
undor its proposed. terms of reference. Most delegates had also agreed. 'thai any bôdy that
mi:tt be se-b up should be a subsidiary body of FAO, established under Article VI-1 of' 'the
FAO Constitution, which would. be operi to all Member Nations and Associate Members of -the
Organisation, In view of the differences of opirilon on certain matters, the Subommittea
had. recommended, that tine Committee on Fisheries should set up, a-t its Eighth Sessîori, an
Ad. hoc Working- Party 'to 'consider these matters in more detail and to report to the Committee
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before the end of the Session. It had. also requested the $ecretariat to prepare a papor
setting out the possible terms of reference for the proposed body, including alternatives

(see document COFI/73/4, Sup.1)o

Following the Sub-Committee's recommendation, the Committee on Fisheries decided to

set up an Ad hoc Working Party to study the terms of reference of the proposed body as

well as the geographic area it should cover. It further decided that the following ootui-

tries could take part in the deliberations of the Ad. hoc Working Party: (a) coastal

countries in the Western Central Atlantic area; (bTcountriee with fishing interests in
the area; and (o) countries that were members of the Sub-Committee. The Chairman of the
Ad hoc Working Party, Mr, N. Od.ero (Kenya), reported on the meeting held on 12 April 1973
occrit OOFI/73/4, Sup.2). The following countries had been represented; Brazil, Canada,

Colombia, Cuba, France, Japan, Meioo, Netherlands, Trinidad and Tobago, United Kingdom,
United States 1 merioa. The Secretary of the In-tergoverumental Oceanographic Commission
(bc) had also attented the meeting. The Chairman indicated that the reproseirtative of
Mexico had made reference to the abstention of his Government with regard to the proposal
for the establishmer-t of an international fishery body for the Western Central Atlantic,

The Ad. hoc Working Party concurred with the view of the Sub-committee regarding the
usefulness of the proposed body and its establishment as a subsidiary body of FAO, under
Article VI-1 of the Constitution, which would be open to all Member Tations and Associate
Members of the Organization.

With respect to th geographic area to be covered by the proposed f ishery body, the
Ad hoc Working Party recommended to the Committee that such area should include the whole
1estern Central Atlantic as defined, by FAO for the purpose of fishery statistics. This

matter was further considered by the Committee (see paragraph 33). It considered that this

was desirable in order to encompass all stocks not yet covered by international fishery

bodies responsible f or adjacent areas,

As regards the functions of the proposed body, the Jtd. hoc Working Party recommended
the following terms of reference to the Committee for approval:

"The Commission shall, within the geographical area defined. in paragraph ... and with

respect to fisheries of all species, especially shrimps;

Promote and assist the collection of national statistics and biological data
relating to fisheries in general, and. the shrimp fisheries in particular; and.
provide for the compilation and dissemination of these data on a regional basis

Facilitate the coordination of national research programmes and promote, where
appropriate, the standardization of research methods

3, Promote the interchange of information relating to the fisheries of the region

Promote and. coordinate, on a national and. regional basis, studies of the effect
of the environment and. of pollution on fisheries, and. implementation of appro
priate methods of control and improvement

Promote and assist the develowent of aquaculture and stock improvement

Encourage education and training through the establishment or improvement of
natìonal and regional institutions and by the organization of training centres

and seminars

7, Assist member governments in establishing rational policies for the development
and utilization of -the resources consistent with national objectives and, the
conservation and. improvement of the reecurces



8 Frcmote and. coordinate international aid to help achieve the objectives referred
to in the precoding paragmphs.

33 When the Ccsimittoe considered the report of the Ad hoc Working Party, several delega.-
tiens indicated that the proposed body could not be effective unless it received general
sUppOrt anong the countries directly concerned0 They pointed out in this connection that
the delegation o one coas-tal country in the lÑestern Central Atlantic area had made ref er
once to its Goverar-ut'a absteirtion and that a number of other coastal countries were not
represented0 Sevral delegations pointed out, however, that this area of the L-tlantic was
not served by a fishery body similar to those existing in other areas of the At].antic Ocean
and. therefore the Wes-te.-n Central Atlantic merited a body.

Tho Co ittee stressed that the proposed body would not be concerned with management
and. roilation, but would be desied to promote research and to facilitate the exchange
of ideas and information and would provide machinery for consultations among interested
countries

After a tboroug debate, the C !uEittee a eed to recommend that the Council should
authorize -the Direotor-Genera1 to consul-t with all the countries eligible -to beccine members
uf the body and. in the li-t of those consultations to proceed to establish the proposed
body along the lines suggested by the Ad hoc Working Party. It was aleo reo .'uneudsd that
in defining the southern boundary of its ographic area, care should be taken to avoid aziy
undesirable over-lapping of geographic coverage with CARPAS.

Other pçbl ua of maxag eut and deviopsient

The C.muitte considered the review of recent develo.ents in matters of fishery man-
and of problema of general interest, s.s presented in document COFI/73/7, os well

as the more detailed survey of the current status of some fish stocks given in CCFI/73/Inf.5.
It agreed Iha-i such reviews were moat useful, and. should be px'esen-ted to the C .urnittee each
year.

Both types oI review were generally welo.'edthe detailed review (which should be
o anded. to cover all major fish stocks) such as -that in COFI/73/Inf.5, which should be
based on the results of FAQ's World Appraisal of Fishery Resources, as well as updated
statiutios, and also the shorter co taxr Qn si fiosut develonenis similar to that
in COF1/73/70

38, The- oi'e[jo o iac Cuuisejon for the ior-thwest Atlantic Fisheries
iu tot AtL-tic was welcomed, by the C 'ittee as an euple of what

e aoiioved. by a Commission thb ha the necessary powers. 1t was hoped that other C .wis...
s±o uld be estahlishec. o cover alL importsn-t fishing areas of the world and- they would
gii cimilar powers, e.nc. ako similar progress. In this way, once appropriate maxìaent

were in 'orce in all areas thc problems of diversion fr one area to another
.ld. be 1 ad.cruo coordjT:tion among those bodies had. 'been s.ohievd.

Le ort o; :uoation and. Trainin

390 The Coi t;ec received w!b appreciation and approved the Report of the Third. Session
of i is uhCoa±ttoo on Fishery :Lucation and Training presented. by its Chairman, Admiral

Zavki (lnd.ono.L)

4O tt cc1 that ínfr'r pert consultations ozi fishery education and. traini should
onìQcL Lr FAO .n orer 10 d.iscus specific probl, such as fishery manpower planning,

and. other teaching aids0

Th oi,tcx. iío ood that its Sub-C'ittee ou Fishery d.uoation and. Training
olxeiiid con ad b3 oonvQneü whever C CFI so required0
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42 The importance of the training of instructors for developing countries was ebasied.
and special reference was made to the training needs isting- in the fields of aqu1.ra
marins engineering, navigation and fishing methods, naval architecture and boat buiìdi
processing and. marketing. The needs for training in the field of management and. planning
wore also stressed and in this connection the Course on the Nanagement of Fishermen's
Cooperatives recently or ised. by FAO in India, with the financial assistance of the
Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA), was qtoied as an eoellent ex.ample0
The importance of promoting regional training institutions as well as certain types of
international training institutions was underlined.

The Commit-tee recoiized that while FAO had devoted substantial efforts to fisheries
education and. -training, the tasks remaining to be aoconplisbed. were considerable. Develop-
ing countries were still in need of assistance, particularly for manuals and curricula0
The need to strong-then the fellowship programme was also noted.

The Committee noted the recommendations of the Expert Consultation that FAO should.
prepare an axinotated bibliography of available training manuals and a catalogue of fishery
training films and. other aud.io-viaual aids and should make available to developing coturtriec

information about the different approaches to fishery -training programmes that had been
adopted successfully by various countries.

COOPERATION IN THE UNITED NATIONS SY5T IN RELATION TO FISHERIES

United. Nations Conference on the Human Environment

45, The Committee was informed of major recommendations adopted by the UN Conference on
the Human Environment (Stockholm, June 1972) particularly those relating to the protection
of living aquatic resources, and. endorsed, with minor modifications, by the UN General
Assembly, and. of the actions talcen or envisaged by FAO for the implementation of these
reo cinmend.ati oua.

The Committee noted -that the activities of the UN organizations involved would be
coordinated by an Environmental Coordination Board, The Committee expressed the hope 'that
favourable consideration for financing by the UN Environment md would be given to projec-La

concerned with living aquatic resources and fisheries which were being developed by FAO and
other a.oncies concerned. Some delegations insisted upon the need for supplementary
funds to assist wi-tb the implementation of environmental proammes. The Committee recog-
nized the desirability of mabers making their national delegations -to the Environmental
Council session in June 1973 aware of -these proposals.

The Cstwit-tee reiterated its earlier view that the protection of the living aquatic
resources fr' pollution was a major problem of c.rwon concern not only to developed but
also -to developing nations who were becoming increasingly affscted. by the negative effects
on their fisheries and. products, and. it felt that the deterioration of the aquatic environ'-

ment could in the long run become a major threat to aquatic resources. The Ccmittes also
reconfirmed FAO' s role in training, information dissemination and in coordination of the
fishery aspects of all international progra es and. activities relatìng to the environment.

The Committee referred, ìn this conneotion to the FAO Technical Conference on Marine Pol-
lution and its Effects on Living Resources and Fishing (1970) which had provided a most
useful basis for the relevant discussions at -the Conference ori the Human Environment, and.
for defining an effective programme of work for the Department of Fisheries in this impor-
tant area.

4, The Ceîttee pointed out that it was now urgent to inplement relevant enviroraseirtal
action prograwses end, measures to establish or strengthon activities and. £nstitutiona at

all levela--.nMionel, regional and. global. I-t commericLed -the Department of Fisheries for
the timely actions taken in this regard, encouraged FAO to take further initiatives on
matters falling within the Orgenization's terms of reference and. within the general guide-
lines established, by the Cuuti'tto.
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i.; delegations u :'jed, coordination of
FAo ieaes with those c other or ó, ;:tcular with the
Ini 'govern!nsntal Ocanog.caphic 0omiiio itifiu p:cJgcc 'ut services and with
the Intei-Governziontal. 1aritime Consulta'tiv. ganization .n th field of pollution control0
The Oosisiitte was informed of the plans for the ìmiementation of the Global Investition
of Pollution in the Narine Environment (GIPxt which are being developed with the guidance
of the scientific advisory bodies to 100 (including ACrRR)? and the Joint Group of Experts
on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESP)0 These activities are expected to
receive high priority for firiancìng by the UN Environment Fund0

50ø The Committee emphasized that many environmental problems might best be tackled. on a
regional basis arid noted with appreciation the on-going and p].anned activities under the
European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission (EIFAC), the Genera]. Fisheries Council for
the Nediterranean (FCN) the Xnd.o-Paoific Fisherios Council (IPFC) and other FAO fishery
bodies It hoped that the UN Eçoncinic Regional Coiutisions in their envirorimorital activi-
ties would as regards fishery aspects? rely as far as possible on existing fishery bodies0

51, The Committee noted. that in the Regular Programme of FAO certain programme elements
were expected to provide the necessar'y basis for the baCk-stopping of activities to be
financed. frasi extra-budgetary funds j e, the UN Environment Fund and other sourceSo The
Committee stressed the need, for such extra-budgetary funds essential for the implementation
of progrwmnes, aimed at improving the capacities for environmental monitoring of developing
countries, and establishing services of common interest to all member goverrimcants0 It

accorded. high priority to the allocation of such funds in support of the Fishery Data Centre,
in order to bring it to an adeta-tely operational level, to be able to assist with fur-thor
development o the FAO World Appraisal of Fishery Resources? as a major component of the
"Earth Natch" System, recommended by the UN Conference on the iu'iian Environment., Appropriate
linka and cooperation should be maintained by the FAO Fishery Data Centre with other related
centres in the world and. institutions involved in stock evaluation work0

52. Several delegations pointed out the need for more activities in the field of research
and monitoring of aquatic pollution in inland waters and referred to the. specific conditions
in such areas which were to como extent different from the requirements in marine waters.
Special reference was wad.e 'to the need -to harmonize multiple uses of the water resources0

53 The Committee reiterated its earlier roc enlation that FAO should continue and. expand
:i-tc efforts io strengthen the national capabilities, particularly in developing countries,
'to deal efficiently with problems of aatic pollution in relation to living resources and
fisheries0 This should be done by further technical assistoc in this field, often in
connection with ongoing or planned fishery research and devlor: projects7 and by the
organization of further training courses like the ones held by JAO in collaboration with
SIDA which were highly appreciated0 Reference was also made 'to the establishment, with
SIDA's assistance, of regional laboratorios for Acuatic Pollution in Relation to Living
Resources0

54 The Committee was informed -that the I1t working Party ori 1iarine 1ammalc, established
as a follow-up of COFI's recommendation at its Seventh Session, had a preparatory meeting
to plan its work0 Taking into account the complexity of the subject, the Committee was
assured by the Secretariat that all efforts wore being made to ensure that the greatest
objectivity will be maintained in the requested study so that the Working Party, as all
other export groups under ACMHR, will be disbanded after ocnpleting it mandato0

United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea

55 The Committee on Fisheries was informed that in response to fv.rtlicr requests made by
the Sea-Bed Cosmil;ee acting as preparatory committee for -the UN Conference on the Law of
the Sea, FAO had u.uitied 'to its Fourth Session (Geneva, 'I? Jv.ly to 18 August 1972) and.
to its Fifth Session (New York, 5 March to 6 April 1973) the folIorin clocuments in draft
form: Fishing methods likely to have adverse offeats on the conservation of fishery re-'
sources (COFI/73/Inf.,2); Sedentary, migratory arid intermingling species: their habitat and.



distribution (COFI/73/InÎ.3); The economic and social effects of the fishing industry a
comparative study (COFI/73/Info4); Review of the status of some heavily exploited. fich
stocks (COFI/73/Iní.5); and Fishery country profiles (OOFI/73/Inf .8). These documents were
now before the Committee on Fisheries for review and comment. The Committee conra.tulated.
the Department of Fisheries on the usefulness and objectivity of these documenta alhougÌt
some delegations made c.wents on the contents of' certain references made to their oountries
with a view io corrections being made, It reiterated its view that this contribution to the
work of the SeaBed Committee was in conformity with UN General Assembly Resolution 27500
(xxv), which provided that the SeaBed Co ittee could call upon FAO and. its Committee ou
Fisheries to seek the]r cooperation frasi the technical and scterib.fic po1ns of view

56. The Committee rioted with satisí'aotion that the SeaBed. Commitiøe had expressed its
gratitude for the assiatanco provid.od by FAO and. that it had in fact requosted the Organi-
sation to prepare further documents, viz. a. paper on the habitat and distribution of tunas
in the Eastern Pacific and ari updated version of' its paper on the limits and. status of the
territorial sea, exclusive fishing zonos fishery conservation rones arid the continental
shelf, These documents would be sunitted to the JulyAugast 1973 session o the SeaBed
Committee.

57, The Committee on Fisheries also expressed its appreciation for the synopses of the
views and. proposais on fisheries cuttaitted. at the eaBsd Committee in the course of the
arch 1972 and JulyAugust 1972 sessions (COFI/73/109 Sup.1 and up.2). It considered. that
these synopses were particularly useful for delegates who had riot attended, the sessions and
it expressed the hope that similar ccec would be prepared with respect to subsequent
sessions of the SeaBed Ooxm±;tee,

Some delegations rei r-vd ce'tairi ozs o;. legal matters which t1hir representatives
on the SeaBed. Comraitte ù;.c ut (COFI/73/1O Sup. i). The Comm,ttee, however ccxi-
sidered. that thece 'c ko ÇÇ)Tjfl], fl id TJ bhexforç o rci
able for cousid.eratioL

In-terovernwe'i.?.

The Gommii. i :k.c ::!r ì i:u genov arrangeccxits
in the field of 'o -. "' rt k .00 by 1i or-nisa--
tonc parti'1 Pn I C i Ç)T Rda c&

Ocea.nogv'a.pby (Ics:o). ::t . ;i- -::'- ioo beti-rderi FAO
and. 100 bad been ?.:: .-;:...,

The Committee rote ...............';"t y Ue or::ary of the IQZ who weloocisci the
close and. conc:.otive col of FAO with developed. ovee rnCy
and expressed L.r:1:ie,tion :f:' the cerport givi .ioularly by FAO

The Committee noted Reconmerulation No. I of the :[c( Ad. hoc Working Group oe Rationalizing
the Structure of the 100 , which aimed to forma.1.ize the relationship of ICSPRO agencies with
100, and felt that they were, in principle, a suitable basis fox' improving the effectiexicvs
of' the Commission in its role as an intorox'ganizationaJ. body with coordinating fvnctioua 'h
the field of' marine science programmes and. related services. It noted. also that o'tai '''
recommendations of the Ad. hoc Working Group provide means of' developing the proposals coritai.
in recommendation 87(c) of' the tIN Conference on Human Enviroariient,

The Committee was informed of the recent progress made in the various International
Cooperative Investigations, carried out under the auspices of IOC relating to living re-
sources and fisheries. The role of regional bodies was empbs.sizod for example, the work
of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) for the Cooperative th
vostigations in the 1ortbern Part of the Eastern Central Atlantic (CflJA), the GFOM for,
the Cooperative Investigations of the ed.itorranean (Cfli) arid the IPFC for the Cooperative
Study of the Ku.roshio and. Adjacent Regions (CSK). In comicotion with the Cooperative
Investigations of the Caribbean and Adjacent Regions (CIGAR), the Committee noted. that
consideration is being given io the possible continuation of scientific cooperation between
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the countries concerned.. It felt that the internat:ional fishery body for the Western Gen-
tral A-tian-tic, the establishment of which it was considering, would provide a mechanism for
extending such studies but that this would require further consultations between the intor-
ested parties.

63 The Committee noted the further progress made in the planning and. implementation of
the Integrated. Global Ocean Station System (IGOSS), the functions and objectives of which
had beezì discussed during earlier sessions, and. reooised. the usefulness of such a world.-
ulde system to fisheries0 The representativos of 10G and WNO provided additional informa-
tion on the organizational arrangements for this system. The Committee stressed th8 need
for FAO to ensure that fisheries aspects were duly taken into account in the definition of
requirements, planning and implementation IGOSS.

64 Several dolegations expressed their appreciation of the actions taken by -the Department
of Fisheries in the past to ensure the recogaition of fisheries interests in IGOSS. The
Committee felt, however, that further consultations between FAO, 10G and WMO were required
for more formal participation by FAO in the establishment of this system, for instance by
participation in the IPLPL There was general agreement that the participation of fishery
experts in the Joint :EQC/WMO Group of Experts on IGOSS Technical Systems Design and Develop-
ment and Service Requirements (ITu) should be arranged immediately1 and the representatives
of IQC and W0 welcomed such a step0

65. The Ocssni-tteo agreed that, in order to ensure a proper coverage of fishery aspects in
IOC work, it was desirable that member governments take steps to improve fishery represen-
tation in 10G and its subsidiary groups concerned, with problems of major importance to
fisheries, particularly -the joint ioo/wiio Planning Group for IGOSS0

elatious with other United Nations A no :i 'ss

66. The Committee considered document COFI/73/12 and further supplementary information on
the status of FAO's collaboration with UNIDO fltCO and. WUQ0

(a) UNIDO

67. The Committee noted with satisfaction that the Director-General of FAO, in close coop-
eration with the Executive Director of UNIDO, had completed a review of the FAO/UNIDO
agreement of July 1968 and had elaborated broad. principles which would facilitate its im-
plementation. Relative responsibilities in the fisheries equinont sector had been further
clarified.

68. The Committee was informed that the text of these broad principles with regard. to
fisheries equinont would be examined at the next meeting of the Inter-Secretariat Com-
mittee to be held in Vienna, 16-17 April 1973; it was hoped. that at that meeting, a further
clarification of that matter would be achieved.

69. The Committee noted the report aM stressed. its wish to be kopt fully informed of the
results of -the Inter-Secretariat consultations. It recomuend.ed. continued efforts to define,
precisely, the respective function ci' each organization, noting that failure to d.c so would.
be particularly prejudicial to the interests of developing countries.

(b) CQ

70. The Committee was iz-i,t'ormed. that the Department of Fisheries would continue to be
closely associated with the future activities of the flC0 Sub-Committee on Safety of
Fishing Vessels and. noted that FAO' s contributìon was particularly relevant to a posibl
extension of the Safety Code to apply to vessels of less than 24 metros, which was of in-
terest to the needs of the industries in the developing countries,



The Committee was informed thai a final draft for pari B of the Code of Safety for
Fishermen and Fishing Vessels would be made available to it at its next session, after
review and. approval by the joint FAO/ILO/IMCO meeting of consultants arid, further approval
by the Maritime Sub-Committee.

(o)

The Executive Committee of the Codex Alimentarius Commission had requested that FAO
broadon the scope of the Code of Practice for Fresh Fish, the Code of Practice for Frozen
Fish and a draft of a combined Code of Practice for Canned Fishery Products to include
hygienic requirements. FAO had also been requested to accelerate this work in view of
the pressing needs for such Codee, inter aJ.ia for the promotion of international food.
standards and the implementation of national fish inspection and quality control programmes.

73, The C'uijtt was also informed of the continuing collaboration of FAO and WHO with
rspeot to the food. hygiene aspects of food standards for fish and shellfish consumption.
It noted that i-t was intended to convene a joint FAO/WHO Meeting on this subject in Geneva
in the autumn of 1973.

TI WORK OF FAO IN THE FIELD OF FISHERIES DURING 1974-75 (iGuL £D FIELD ACTIVITIES)

The Conu1tte considered the preliminary proposals for the Programme of Work and Bud.
of the Department of Fisheries in 1974-75 and the trends in the fishery field proranunes as
outlined. in documents COFI/73/13 and. Sup.1 and 2, OOFI/73/14, COFI/73/15 and COFI/73/Inf.9.
The Committee was advised that further information was contained in the Summary Programme
of Work and. Budget 1974/75 (cL/60/2). It noted that it was simultaneously examining pro-
posais for activities to be undertaken under the Regular Budget, as well as those being
undertaken With extra-budgetary funds. It agreed -that while there are significant differ-
ences in the progruming of these activities, there was an. advantage in considering them
together, as they represented the overall effort of FAO to assist member nations in the
fisheries sector. More detailed information was however requested concerning the extra-
bud.iary activities and. their relationship -to the Regular Programme. It fu.rtiermore noted
the concept o± the single progr e under the Regular Budget, whether tbe activities were
undertaken from Headquarters or from the regional offices0

The Committee commended the Department of Fisheries on the format and analytical content
of the documentation submitted to it. It represented a significant improvement over that
subnit,'ted. at previous sessions and. the Cou.'ittee expressed its hope that any further changes
in documentation maintain, as far as possible, comparability in future years. The Committee
requested that when pertinent documentation was being prepared for the governing bodies, it
should be made available to -the Committee in as good. a time as possible.

The Committee recognized that its earlier discussions concerning other items of the
agenda had olear programme implications, such as its examination of the recommendations of
ih Technical Conference ou Fishery Management and Development, and of the UN Conference
on the Human Environment, or its consideration of support for regional fishery bodies,

77, The Committee noted with concern the financial limitations affecting the Regular Bu-t
of FAO. In view of its hopes that the resources accorded to the Department of Fisheries
would be auented to enable it to serve the greater and more complex demands of world fish-
erios the prospects for a decline in the level of the Regular Budget were particularly dis-'
appointing. Although every effort to obtain supplementary funding was desirable, the Corn-
mii'tee recognized that there was little prospect, in the immediate fuur, of substantially
increasing the Regular Budget. It was imperative, therefore, to maintain the technical
competence of the Department of Fisheries so as to achieve maximum results and to make op-
timum use of available eztra-bud-'tary resources. The Committee recalled its earlier dis-
cussion of 'this matter under the item of ita agenda dealing with the Vancouver Conference
and again nphasized that every effort should be made to find ways of supplementing the
funds available to the Department.
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76. The Committee considered the proposed. alicca-tion of the Regular Budget among -the ten
substantive subprogrammes of the Depa.r-tnient of 1isheri.es and the activities involved. It
noted that although a genuine cifort had. been mde to meet priority needs some delegations
fel further shifts should be made. It accorded. high priority to work on fishery education
under subprogramme 2.2.9. noting that this work was basic to meeting the needs of devel-
oping countries. The Committee expressed. its wish to be informed at its future sessions of
-the results achieved. A number of delega-tions expressed their concern about the reduced
funding proposed for this subprogramme but the Committee noted that the work on education
and training was also undertaken under other subprogrammes and. was supported by field ac-
tivities, funded with eztrabud.getary resources.

79, The Committee attached great importance to the work on aquaculture development under
subprogramme 2.2,2,4 and related. subprogramme 2.4.1.4 bearing in mind the potential growth
of fish production through this means. The opportunities for its practice in conjunction
with agriculture and. in inland waters were also stressed. In the case of the landlocked
countries, it represented the only avenue for a siifloant increase in fish production.
The Ccmnii-btee recalled. the recommendation of the Vancouver Conference on this subject (see
paragraph 20) and. urged that every effort be ¡nade, if necessary with the aid. of extra-
budgetary funds, to hold the proposed FO Technical Conference on Aquaculture in the forth-
coming biennium,

aO. The Committee attached. high priority to all work aimed. at fisher management, whether
in the field of statistics, stock assesament or collaboration with intergovernmental fishery
bodies, as outlined. under subprogrammes 2.6,1.4, 2,3.3.1 and. 2.5.2.2, Here again, it noted
with concern the forced. reduction in resources available for these subprogrammes. It felt
that FAO regional fishery bodies had an important role in assisting mamber governments in
fishery management and development and., in this connection, recalled its discur5sion on
support -to regional fishery bodies and its discussion on the implementaion of eoormienda-
tians of the tIN Conference on the Human Environment, partio'.larly as noted in ''aph 51G

81 The Committee welcomed the high priority alloc û E:.;iivies ono : i. h L:-

creasing fish production and. -the allied aotivitisi : ic

bution and. stressed need for uore ils ç i L J

2.3,3.2 and 2.3.3,3e

82 . The Committc.; generally approrc. k:. '.: : ... ±t. ± 'o

of a 197t0 cL i'o - [P iu. t'I)
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ept ate Dl y' -i C i ç ( Ç ( t i O r VOJ t
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tion -to be given to wioroeoonomic (prioe/cos) as:ooi; in -the two nioal Divisions with
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and. Planning Service

Sein delsgtions er'rcsed doubts about the implications for the grading sbuoture in
-the Depertmem-t The Oc j-t-c ures assured, however, that the proposals took into coount
the needs for obtaining the highest quality of services for -the Department and that these
aspects had to be cons;idered in the light of practices and. policies in -the Organization as
a whole.

The Committee emphasized the importance of the closest collaboration between -the Fishery
Statistics Unit and the Fishery Data Centre, It took note -that this would. be ensured, even
if, for a number of considerations, i-t was not desirable to merge the two organizational
units at -the present time.

In reviewing the trends in the Field Programme, the Committee noted with concern the
declining trend for fishery projects under the U1DP country programmes approved. in 1972,
and the difficulties of ensuring adequate provision to meet the needs of the fishery sector



uncI?r the COU th.t slariy projects involved ObetiVes
which could. iot ¡io;.ly be ach:ivsd. with th level of funds and duxa-tion of activities as
provided for under iory country p ogrames and that the absence of funds to meet ooitingenoy
requirements was a major advege. It commended the Department for its efforts to
mobilize extrabudgetary funds for field activities7 particularly under the government
cooperative progTamises.

The Committee heard a statement by the representative of the UND? which assured the
Committee of the deep interest of the TI)P in supporting fishery projects and its catis-
faction with the success achieved in certain completed projects, The statement was repro-
duced as document COFI/73/Inf.15.

FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON FISHERIES

At its Seventh Session (Rome, 6-13 April 1972), the Committee on Fisheries considered
a recommendation of the Sixteenth Session of the Conference of FAO (Rome, 6-25 November 1972)
that the Committee review its ability to discharge all the responsibilities it was likely
to be called upon to discharge, including those that might arise from the United Nations
Conferences on the Human vironment and on the Law of the Sea, After a thorough debate on
the question of its functions and composition, the Committee requested its ßub-Conimittee on
the Develoçment of Cooperation with International Organizations concerned with Fisheries
"to review the present status of the Commit-cee on Fisheries and, if necessary, to recommend
measures to improve the Committee's ability to discharge all its present and anticipated
responsibilities and7 in particular, to examine, among other alternatives, the desirability
or otherwise of reconstituting the Committee on Fisheries under Article XIV cf the FAO Con-j
stitution".

when considering the report of the Seventh Session of the Committee on Fisheries at
its Fifty-Ïinth Session (Rome, 20 November-i December 1972), the Council of FAO "felt that
as the Committee on Fisheries had only recently been opened to membership by all interested
member nations of FAO, for a trial period of four years, no changes in its basic structure
and status should be made before the end. of this period.". This information was brought to
the notice of the SubCommittee, which discussed the matter referred to it by the Committee
on Fisheries at its Third Session, held in Vancouver, Canada, on 26 and. 27 February 1973.

The Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. N. Odero (Keriya) introduced to the Committee
on Fisheries the report oÍ' the Sub-Committee on this matter (document COFI/73/4, paragraphs
5-15).

The Committee on Fisheries endorsed the general conclusion of its Suboaimit-bee that,
in view of the action by the Council referred to in paragraph 88 above, no changes should
be made at this time either in the basic structure and status of the Committee or in Rulo
XXX-6 defining its functions. It also concurred. with the general view expressed in the
Sub-oaunittee that when the four-year trial period of open membership in the Committee is
over, and -the outcome of the Unibed Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea is 1iown, the
structure, status and functions of the Committee might again be reviewed,

MATTERS CONSIDEHHD BY THE COUNCIL OF FAO

The Commi:btee took note of the views expressed. and the action taken by the Council
regarding fishery matters at its Fifty-inth Sesìon (November-December 1972).

The Committee was also informed of the consultations undertaken by the Chairman with
some o± its mîbers, regarding possible improvements in its methods of work involving prep-
aration of documents, reporting on action pursuant to the Committee's recommendations, in-
troduction of agenda items, etc. The Committee was assured. that the Secretariat would
ensure that as many of the improvements as possible were implemented.
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FELfl'1INARY REVIER OF MAJOR ITEIS FOR CONSIDERATION AT T N1TTH SESSION OF GUFI

The Committee, recalling its decision taken at its Seventh Session to hold, at the end
of each session, a prelimiriazy discussion on the list of major items that might be placed
on the agenda of the next session, considered the following items suggested by the Seoretar-
iat or arising from the discussions at the present session:

International cooperation in fishery industry development

Coordination of multilateral and bilateral assistance to
fishery development programmes

Artisanal fisheries

Fishery problems of landlocked countries

The item Coordination of rm.rltilateral and bilateral assistance to fishery development
Programmes was considered of great interest and its inclusion in the agenda of the Ninth
Session of GOFI was recommended. by various delegations. Artisanal fisheries, Interna-
tional cooperation in fishery industry development, and Fishery problems of landi.odked.
countries were also found by the Committee to be of major siificance and should fomi a
part of the agenda of future sessions of COFI.

The Committee also agreed that a report on the implementation of recommendations ap-
proved or endorsed by the present and previous sessions, should be presented to the Ninth
Session. This report could become a regular feature of every session.

In this connection it was agreed by the Committee that a progress report on the
implementation of the recommendations oí' the Vancouver Conference should be presented to
the Ninth Session of COFI,

Reference was made to the action-oriented programmes of the IP and other regional
fishery bodies established wi-bhin the framework of FAO and it was suggested that the Com-
mittee should be kept informed of the development of those progrcxes.

A.NY OTIR MA1ERS

Draft relationabi. a eement between the International Commission
for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas ICCAT and FAO

The Commit-tee on Fisheries was informed that a draft relationship agrement between
the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (bOAT) and. FAO had.
been prepared by the Chairman of lOUÂT and the Secretariat ol' FAO, It noted that the
draft agreemen-t (docuisent GOFI/73/18, annex i) would be aubaitted. to the June 1973 session
of the Council for oo;ßideration and approval, sibject to confirmation by the Conference,
in accordance with Article XIII-1 of the Constitution and Rule O'J-4 (c) of the General
Rules of the Organization. The draft agreement would also be sutmitted for approval to the
next session of ICCAT, scheduled to he held, in Novnber-December 1973. The C it'tee beard
with interest statements by 'the Chairman arid by the Eecuiive Secretary of ICCAT and it took
note with satisfaction of the information provided on the establishment of close cooperation
between FAO and. lOUÂT.

The (;ommittee noted with interest the Report of the Joint Inspection Unit on the Utili-
zation of Shipping and the ocìxts of the Programme Cossittes (COFI/73/Inr.14).

DATE AND ?IQE OF NE SESSION

100, The Committee noted -that ths Second Sss±on of -the UN Conference on the Law of -the
Sea would be convened durinrg April/Iay 1974. It stressed the usefulness of iseeting only
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after that session and strongly recommended that contrary to its normal practice, following
the Council's wishes, of holò.ing its sessions prior to those of the Programme and Finance
Committees, its Ninth Session should be held. at FAO Headquarters, Rome, as soon as practi-
cable following that Conference. The precise timing was left to the Director-General to
decide, in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee on Fisheries.

ThLBUE TO DR. A. .H. NLt

The Committee was informed that this was the last session at which Dr. A.WH. Needler
would be present as a member of the delegation of bis country. It recalled the crucial
personal role Dr, Needler had played in -the creation of the Committee, in launching it
effectively as its first Chairman, and. the untiring devotion wi-tb which he had assisted in
the strengthening of the Committee's work and. influence. It unanimously recorded its trib-
ute to Dr. Needler for his outstanding contribution to the Committee and to international
fisheries in general.

MAr1rERS REQUiBING TI ATTETTION OF THE COUNCIL

The following matters specifically require the attention of the Council

(a) Matters of substance on which Council attention is required

To authorize the Director-General to consult with all the countries
eligible -to become members of a proposed fishery body for the Western
Central Atlantic and in the light of these consultations to proceed
to establish the body (paragraph 35)

To consider the views of the Committee that no changes should be made
at this time either in the basic structure and. status of the Committee
or in Rule xxx-6 defining its functions (paragraph 90)

To consider and approve, subject to confirmation by the Conference, the
draft relationship agreement between the International Commission for
the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) and. FAO (paragraph 98 and

C L/60/20)

(b) $ubjects upon which some discussion in the Council might provide useful
guidance for further consideration by the Committee

Recommendations of the Technical Conference on Fishery Maimgeinent anO.
Development (paragraphs 14 to 21)

Support to regional fishery bodies (paragraphs 22 to 27)

United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (paragraphs 45 to 49)

United Nations Conference ori the Law of the Sea (paragraphs 55 to 58)

(y) Regular and field activities (paragraphs 74 to 86)
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LDDRESS BY THE DEPTYt DIRECTOROEffJiRAL AT THE OPENING SESSION

Chairiiian, di stingui shed. doJ.etos

On behalf of the D ectorGeneral who is absent from Rome9 it i MT privilege to
welcome you to the Eith Session of the Cciiittee on Pisberies Of all the duties I ni
called upon to assume whenever the D ectorGoeral is absent9 I can .sur you ;here :s
none which gives mo greater ersoril pthesure

An old. friend of mine9 and. of mary of you9 the late Wib Chapme had, a theory tha;
people whose livelihood depended on9 or was connected. with9 the sea 'îeve l.inlrcd.
strong bond of unity9 no matter the distance or 'the vocation that ptccl te
called them '9the sea peopl&t, I em deeply conscious of this bond as9 I em
of you aree Even though I o allow myself to he per'tai to 'the 'ortr r'
Department of Fisheries vis *i those of otr pr o i' VO c ÇCrc) ,TJymy long-stsnding and deep ir.;:n .n the I; of sou. 1 :'ler1

Once again you face a f:i1 anc You:e tark is ali the ror rausic1-'
ering the developments 'that have occ:: eiuo your last ees

The first su'hstanl;ive onyoii provirioi'i 1C-P5peC ' I ;'1C 1f C'
Fishery Mu.gmcn fivLo):-Mc's boe' urli, ppo hy 'crLie' (e
on that theme wIic1i uas 3el. Vrtceurc'r '3 te 2, '
attended,0 When the 1ouci1. 'ntho th .W.rec '-;. --
in Hovember 1972 to cc vìe h e Tec1jica. C verc t ççeeì 1rt
would be timely could t,kç' iIutia'L o'u rp:) n
and. experieno im 'ishe ciinre3 :;'';. v'Th:r1 9

developing count 1iou.irl 'l ,u'ìxirc fff'í9
valuable living :!,'cso'eoes :ho ccee,no 'r'

The recul-te of the Conf.:c: how that the (pç, 51 3'; j9H;: im ile n:'--
ectations, There n ere tr be ly -in rerí . "°

pushed. its objectives o e. e. c'boey O,e TOC) c:'ti te* :' '
sessions9 from 52 -i':: o O oi,pe et 1Î.n9 - 13 r''.
organizations0 In ('b.on 'to nc::íus 1'.Lcb.y c'iU '. r'i, (cs'::i -.;i ,')(
field9 -toso tel:ing o'-t cluct peu e rr&1( efi'h ',c' '

'the Confe:'enoo lpr reaso- o ' Lhe,' u-ec-e't o:- p'e U ' ee ',e).u4
various levels of gove-een't end im ie .vcr re'r í'frry 9'.'C e' n- r

par'ticiption of boti' ce±egor ei o : -- -

several goy e:Ocl Dne'-,9 -.. -

in support ng 'the at'tend ce f : ';ioip-2:' 'r1 dv.n:l ('Yk)1(. tO '

I shall not at-tempt to sI,9marìze t rf ft )'rr '- ..''.n -
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The serious financial situa-tion obliged -the Director-General to take a serios of major
economy measures. A first group of ou-ts was made regarding certain matters of equipment and
services. A further cut of 10 percent was made in all Regular Programme allotments, except
f or a few special cases, and of course excluding direct financial provision for field activ-.
i-ties which is funded from other sources. A out of -this magnitude, in a budgel of which
nearly 80 percent consists of staff costs, can only be achieved by a reduction of like pro-
portions in the number of staff posts. An organization-wide machinery has been set up to
achieve this. We expect that about 130 professional poss will not be included in the es-
tablishment at the beginning of 1974.

The savings exercise was paralleled by an intensive re-examination of priorities, sub-
programme by sub-programme. The choice of h1gh priorities was dictated by relevance, impact
and economy, the elimination of certain lower priority activities had to reflect 'these fac-
tors and be consistent with the need, -to reduce staff. Special consideration was given to
the implications of global and regional development trends in -the medium-term. Somewhat
less emphasis was given to national priorities, no-t because they are unimportant, but because
they may more readily find support from extra-budgetary funds or may be dealt with by the use
of consultants and. other flexible measures.

The preliminary proposals for 'the programme of work of the Department of Fisheries in

1974-75 reflect the considerations I have just outlined,

The Director-General had indicated. to the Council, at its last session, -that, as a first
estimate, the biennial budget level for -the Organiza-tion may 'be around 99 million. A more
definito indication and. its implication for the Department of Fisheries has involved exten-
sive consultations embracing Headquarters and the Regional Offices, in line wi'th the Council's
endorsement of the concept of a single programme for the whole organization, The results of
these consultations, in the form of summary proposals, have been subnittod to the sessions of
the Programme and Finance Committees which are still in progress. I believe, however, -that
the Commit-tee will find sufficient material for its consideration of this matter, in document
COFI/73/1 3.

The Committee is also invited to comment on the 'trends in the field programmes. The
insufficiency of UNDF resources to meet identified needs is a feature which affects all the
sectors in which FAO is engaged. The mobilization of additional extra-budgetary funds from
other resources is imperative. This calls for policy guidance from this Committee, and a
sustained and joint effort by the countries in need of this assistance as well as by FAO.

At its recent sessions, the Commit-tee has been aware of the interrelationship between
the Regular Programme and the Field. Programme. Some concern was evident a-t yeta' last ses-
sion particularly, on -the need. to assess the extent to which field, activities rely on the
resources of -the Regular Budget. I regret to inform you that there is every likelihood of
our having -to face a greater burden in the foreseeable future. Owing to a combination of
various circumstances, the Director-General is compelled to take s-tp to cut the expendi-
ture of agency overhead. funds, These circumstances include be-tb matters like inflation and
currency devaluations_-which have affected the Regular Programme as well-and matters more
directly relatod to extra-budgetary resourcessuch as the level of reimburs.nont to FAO
for the technical and administra-bive support it provides. initial cut of about 10 percent
is envisaged. In practice this will mean that the Department of Fisheries, like other depart-
ments, will have to reduce its expenditures funded. from the azcy overhead, This will par-
ticularly affect posts in the 0-oerations Service. Every effort will of course 'be made -to
maintain standards of service, but some sacrifices will be inevi-tablo partly in the ir4plcman-
tation of field activi-ties and. partly by shifting -the burden on to activities in -the Regular
Programme.

While, in mauy respects, we aro faced With pro'bl s, I do not wish to enì on a despondent
note. Adversity, in the hands of the determined, can be treated as a challenge. nd there are
many challenges in the world of fihoriea which all of us, together, are determined 'to accept-
-the challenges to increase fish production, to assis'b developing fisheries, -to sustain 1hs
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uiherieE by wid.om in their utilization and. by interntiorial cooperation, and to ensure that
fish improves the health and wealth of nations.

In all these matters the role of your Committee is crucialboth in offering advice to
us and in stimulating action by governments. It is therefore with a special emphasis that
I wish you success in your work on this occasion.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

* * * -X- 1* *
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OP1NING ADDRI!S LT Mr0 T.. HISAMUNE

President
Japan Marine Fishery Resource Research Centre

Tokyo, Japan

Mr.. Chairrian, distinguished c1ele,ates, Ladies and Gent]emen,

I wish first to express my deep appreciation to you, 'ir0 Chairmaw, and, through you to
FAO for the generow invitation extended to me to address this etinguishod assembly
regard this invitation as a high honour0

While I was listening to that pleasant introduction I was wondering, Mr Chairman, and.
I am still wondering, s-thy I was invited..

Is it because I have corne to Rome, the seat of international aotivities in fisheries
sad agriculture, for the first time in my life although I have been active in these two
fields for a long time?

Is it in order io place a dunce in the corner?

Surely not.. Is it to arraign a suspected heretic? Again surely noi, for FAO is 1uown,
I understand, for ito forbearance and open-nindedneos..

The reason, then: is perhaps that I ans president of a research centre with a fine and
doubtless interesting name.. I am not a scientist, however I am only an administrator with
a degree in law.. If you ask me to speak of science or tochnology my speech will only last
three minutos. Gould the reason be that I canse from Asia, one of the siost distant parts
of the world, a place of mysterious eniss1as? Yes, it uusï be that I am expected to lift
the veil from some of these enias.. All very well.. However, I must start with the topic
which I have been given..

Mr.. Chairman, have you by any chanco heard Fil morioloe? p:Lease pretend you haven't..

The subject proposed for my address is the exploitation of new resources and the develop-
meni of new products.. It is again no doubt due to your kindness, for which I thank you, that
I have been allotted this subject which would, seem to be the oasiet for nie, belonging as I
do to a centre for research on resources..

Our centre, however, is a recently created organisation and unfortunately wo do not yet
possess any results about which I can make a concrete report to an assembly of distinguished.
authorities like this..

In fact, this topic was covered in detail by the Technica]. Conference held, in Vancouver
last February, whose report will be diecussod by our meeting.. It would therefore be better
io asait the reports of the experts, including those of the Japanese research workers who
are working in close collaboration with our centre.

If we can contribute information of any sort, it will largely consist of showing y'ou
some of the difficulties we encountered, in getting our centre going and. of indicating the
purpose and characteristics of our organization, which was set up according to a new concept..

The aim of our centre is to exploit new fishing grounds, both those frequented. by the
usual species and, those of non-conventional species.. In ail these cases the following two
difficult1s are inevitably found:
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Is il; possible to have an economioal].y siific. fishing result if fishing

operaioris are carried out with the use of th -;iel currently in service

on a ground where the existence of specific -curces is already 1aiom from

basic research or investigation?

(2) Are the results of Euch fishing comm ble with the market from the ptìnt of

vi.ew of quantity, quaii.ty9 consuma1ity, stc?

I-b is the job of our centre -bo anawer these questions thai is to assess the economic

worth of new resources ad bo judgc jhsir profitability - what we call the study of commercial

feasibiiity" The type of work ivotved tends -to be maly evaluation a stage preceding

exploita-t ion

The risks involved in this type of work a-bher surprising and could never be

incurred by private enterprises That is our organisation was founded and why it
operates in coil&oration with -the Goverisc:b and private industry0

1ha-t raìly struck us when we started this type of work was the leck cf efficiently
usable da-ta This lack was really much greater than we had expec-bed The study of commercial

feasibility covers specific iiCO5S and specific fishing grounds which have almost never been
exploit ach We -therefore have -to reconstitute factors which can be used in one way or another
for evaluation, by assembling the recul-ta of various basic investigations and researches
ccr3ring the areas conoe:ned in all fields9 including biolor, oceanography, me-teorcio,
etO However, as you know; suah information cannot be come by as easily as a fish can be
bought from -the fish rnerohan-t We are -thus compelled to conduct preparatory investigations
as an element in 'the feasibility study0 Moat of our efforts have to be devoted tothis
preliminary stage0 What I have just said refers -to conventional species0 Just imagine then
what will happen in the case of ncn-conven-bional species0 It is truly an adventure in which
we shall have -to act somewha+, as explorers0

There are many basic researches and. fundamen-bal biological and oceanographical studies
on fisheries conducted according -to specific objectives0 Unfortunately, the results obtained
cc.nno-h he converted directly as such into f ishery development0 For such h.sic data to be
useful for the industrial development of fisheries, other exploratory or experimental fishing
mus-t be performed0 It would be more useful if the needs of the fishing industry could be
identified and ai:I.owed for at the stage when basic researches and fundamental studies are
planned0 If -L-hi could he done more sys-L-emstieally, such research could contribute greatly
'to fishery development in terms both of quantity and quality by laying -the foundations for

a sound exploita-tien of resources,

All this requires very close collaboration between -the research worker, -the administrator
and fishermen a-t nai,-ionaì and international level,

O Chavman, as I have already said, I am no-t a scien-ti-t, I are not qualified 'Lo go any
doepe ia-tn l0Ms subjest I hope, therefore9 -that you will bear with roe if I stray a little
f-or) the path

To -teil -the -truth, after receiving my invita-Lion from FAO, ï was in something of a

quandary for several months about what I should say on -this occasion0

: -this spring of 1973 we have realised the need 'to taokle the problems around us, the
moe erou -t.ha-t have ever been c.ncounGeled. i1'i our history0 Here the guidance of the
Commi-t'tee on Pisher:ios could be of enormous effect0 How then could I contribute something,
houovcr -ipu'.li, -to -the work of -the conference? Tha-b was what worried me,

My personal in-terec-te lay more in the direction of measures to encourage coastal and
thlauc 7cter fishing0 mc latter may differ slightly from coastal fishing as far as technique
is oo-carued bu-L they are both fundentally -the same and, from this point of view, the
measures which I am speaking about will be applicable to these lu-io types of fishing0 The
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problems have already been thoroughly discussed and a long list of the most detailed measures
concerning what would be needed for their development from the administrative, scientific
and educational points of view, etc., has been presented rather along the lines of a
photographic negative. But if the present situation is examined a].l is found to be far
from satisfactory. Policies and measures have been presented, but activities have noi yet
begun to be adequate. I find that this is the case in most countries in the world, especial-
ly the developing countries, with a few fortunate exceptions. Without exaggeration ii can
be said that we just do not know which way to turn to deal with all these intricate problems;
too often they are left as intentions.

In this connection, FAO has always called attention to the gap between population and
food, and in particular to the heavy shortage of proteinS, Sorne far-sighted people have
recently raised the question - rather surprising at first sight - of the limitations of
growth, and a movement to draw attention to an urgent crisis hs been born and has grown up
among people other than experts in food problems. As regards this last point, there are,
as you know, dissenting voices concerning the treatment of coefficients or about methods of
presentation etc., but no-one can deny the importance of this point of view and the fact that
we have little time left in which to solve the problerna

Here, as part of e, new way of seeing things, stress must be placed once again on the
importance of making the best use of the coastal or inland water fishing grounds of every
country, Particular priority must be given 'to developing small artisanal fishing or fishing
by family businesses,

As I have mentioned, an estimate of the stock of fishery resources was submitted to the
Technical Conference but in that oase ii was the total volume of all the world's seas. What
is important is to know in each cowi-try; Who are the fishermen who fish? Who are the people
who consume? What are the relations between the two population groups? It is alao necessary
to discover whether this food. really feeds the people of the country who at present suffer
from lack of protein, what percentage of the population is employed in these various activities,
what their income is and whether their industry can contribute to the take-off of the national
economy. This is the very problem which assails the leaders of developing countries. Where
should one start? In what order? How long is needed? What will it cosi? What about its
effectiveness? If the know-how to solve those questions is available, there is undoubtedly
every incentive to tackle the task straight away.

Ii has been suggested to rse that Japan is achieving successes in the development of new
resources and products, but I have to admit that our activities have not yet reached that
point. We certainly intend to bend every effort to make a proper contribution in that field,
However, if we have anything to contribute in the present and not in the future it is our
experience and know-how regarding the development of coastal fishing, which can usefully
serve as a groundwork fer solving certain urgent problems.

It occurred to rue to speak ori this occasion about our experience. This is not because
the development of our coastal fishing has been successful. Far from it. Oui' experience has
been one of' failure after failure. There have certainly been successes but not always those
we expected. Moreover, the results we have achieved -to date are far from satisfactory and
we shall have to change them drastically, especially when they are applied to futuro activities,
Nevertheless, we consider that to those embarking on this enterprise a history of failures
can be of greater use than one of successes.

We have, indeed, run the whole gamut of failure. Were we able to start again from
scratch, we could achieve success in a much shorter time, at lower cost, avoiding many
conflicts and with much greater skill. Of this we are certai.nq I strongly hope that all
my listeners realize this fact and -that those who are starting out to tackle -these problems
are well endowed with courage.
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We are sorry that these examples have so far not been of assistance to others because
of stumbling-blocks due to lanage and to our own lack of effort0 I would be ertremely
happy if a knowledge of' our experience could prove of inspiration to those who are only in
the early stages and if it gave them courage at a time when they are perhaps overwhelmed
by anxieties of every sort.

I shall now explain in concrete fashion the experiences we have had in Japan0 Don't
be alarmed - I shall not bore you by speaking at length about our highly complicated fishing
system as I have had not a few unpleasant experiences in this respect. I seldom find
anyone patient enough to follow my explanation of this system to the end0 Even when I
explain it in Japanese for the Japanese I know no-one who can stand even half an hour
without dozing off

I shall therefore first attempt to show you a concrete image of Japan, a small island
country lying a longway away in the Far East. This imäge will help you to feel at home and
to understand my explanation better without dropping asleep - I hope0

Japan is a long country. If moved along the same parallels towards Rome it would
stretch from Venice to the western Sahara, A better comparison might be 'to say that the
Japanese islands represent the distance between Copenhagen and the Straits of Gibraltar.
Its area is half that of Chile - also a very elongated country - and two thirds of France,
Into these small islands is compressed a poplation of over 100 million, Its area of
tillable land from which to feed that population amounts to 5 680 000 ha, i,e, 15% of its
total area, only twice as large as Sicily and 20% less than Normandy0 The land cultivated
by o. farm therefore occupies an average of only a little more than 1 ha. You will see
then that we are fated to rely willy-nilly on the sea, in other words on fishing.

Now that I have drawn you this picture of our country, what image do you have in
your mind of "fishing In Japan", the subject we are dealing with? If you only have some
kind of' illusion or legend in regard to Japanese fisheries, I should like to take this
opportunity to put you right.

First, there are some non-Japanese who consider that fishing is highly industrialized
in Japan. You may well share this false picture as the vessels observed are generally
distant-water vessels or large trawlers. If you believe that vessels with modem equipment
play the dominant role and that the fishing industry is largely in the hands of up-to-date
enterprises, you aro wrong.

Fisheries in cur country are divided into three categories:

(i) Coastal fishing by vessels of under 10 tons

Small and medium offshore fishing by vessels of over 10 tons

Deep-sea or distant-water fishing by large vessels like trawlers or by the
fleet in accordance with the mother-vessel system

0f these three categories coastal fishing is even today the most important, accounting for
96% of fishery enterprises, 26% of the quantities fished and. 41% of the fished valuo. If
to this are added 'tsmall and, medium fishing", the total quantity involved in the two categories
comes to 99,9% of the number of enterprises, 65% of the quantities fished and 83% of the
value. These overwhelming figures are certainly far beyond what you expected0 I can give
you yet another example concerning fishing vessels: unniotorized boats, which are rapidly
disappearing, still account for a quarter cf the total number. Furthermore, 94% of motor
vessels are of under 10 tons, These two categories have an important connection with
coastal fishing which accounts for 70% of the total fishing population. Coastal fishing
is carried o by family enterprises or artisanal fishermen and the income per fishing family
exceeds that of a farmer's family by 10% and that of an urban worker's family by '12%,



So much for figures which are enough to give us a headache0 Let us relax a bite
Picture if you will Mount Fupyama with which you are famil.iar from Japanese sGamps,00 The
s}-ining snow which persists at the top until the end of spring hw is dis nt-water fching
The gentle slope which traces a beautiful line from the top: that is offshore fishing The
vast lower slopes acting as a support: coastal fishing ts Mount Fujiyama is the symbol of
Japan so is it also the appropriate image of the world of' fishing in our countryo

When I reeled off those fiires just now I only gave a percentago not the actual number0
This is because there is reason to fear that an actual number may put off those who are
contemplating measures to develop coastal fishthg0 You really must not take fright a; these
gigantic numbers and, give up your reso1ve What matters is not numbers as such or the results
we have obtained1 but the method that produces those results0

Did I hear someone cay under his breath that Japan did not start from zero? If I did
let me say that there is a lonstanding belief that fisheries have been developed for a
long time in Japan because the Japanese like to make a habit of eating fish0 This belief is
fairly wideeprea0 I will not deny 'that it is true in a way0 But to be fair you should
oonsider the following fact which is usually overlooked0

Before the second world war the country folk who composed. the greater part of our
population lived in a state of grinding poverty under the 'then prevailing land texuW ystem
and were content -to live ori a small quantity of dried. and kiigh].y salted fish0 Fresh fish
was only eaten ori special ocoasioniike feast days0 It was not until the coming of agrarian
reform just after the second world. war that demand for fish and processed products started to
increase rapidly as the rural population, freed from the yoke of the old regime, managed 'to
equal much of its production and. income0

The new product called "fish sausage" was sold in the form of small rolls in rural and.
urban areas. The secret of its success was the ease with which it could be preserved, taken
away and eaten, without prior cooking, in the open fields and also its tas-be, which resembles
meat but meat of a much lower cost. This phenomenon, which :r sometimes recall, symbolized.
the period when our fishery activities were starting to be re-estbblished in the right way:
in general, the period when our national economy 'book off

This same phenomenon played a part in bhe appearance of a large quantity of new products
in the years of technical innovation and economic development that followed the period just
mentioned. Since then these new rod.ucts have taken root in .ral life cicle by side with
traditional food i-teme.

Today, in the Tokyo fish market which is now a tourist attraction and on the food.
shelves of department st ores, you will find an enormous quantity and a wide variety of
fish and. its products which you will find extraordinarily impressive. Yet these ren.br
have only acquired their full momentum over 'the pas-b 15 years0

Countries which wish to embark on this road cari derive great p:cofii; fi'om these zssultc0

What Ï have tried to stress in telling you ali this ic thu-b taste ai utomr however
deep-rooted they may be, can sti:Ll Toe changed by social or economic facbo;0 This is very
important.

It is now time I -told you something about the history of our failu. bt.t. it

require a long time because it would need to be interlarded. wi:bh many I dull
therefore give you a summary of' the esson-bials

(i) Ieariy a hundred years ago when our existence as a modern oount:y ctarted fishing
activities were already fairly widespread even 'though very primitive0 The people
bad, as it were 'to go to the sea to live and. this as the origin of our fishermen
and fishing. However, it was not till early this osn'tur3rr when fishing vessls
started to be motorized, 'that fishing problems took on a moderri 3ook
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(2) At the opening of the new era Japan took all its knowledge from Europe and we
did our very best to catch up by imitating those developed countries. In the

case of fisheries, however, we had. nothing to imitate and we were compelled to

invent for ourselves. Research workers and administrators accompanied fishermen
to the sea to study the lessons which the sea could teach. Their masters were,

of course, the fishermen themselves. Fishermen are the best observers" and

are thoroughly acquainted with the sea, In addition they respect the order of
nature and think up excellent arrangements which harm no one and are acceptable
to all parties, which is not always the case with clumsy authoritarian administrators.

From the collaboration of these three parties an original system was born at the
beginning of the century after oon 30 years of trial and errore This system

enshrined in legislative form the xa of using the sea as they existed in
practice in fishermens daily lives. This original system, however, was to
collapse quite unexpectedly in a short time beoause of the radical innovation of
engines for fishing vessels, Distant-water fishing has followed development
processes that differ from that of coastal fishing. The examples of other countries

and there were foreiga models to be copied -. were introduced at the time of the
introduction of engines and developed under government protection.

The distances covered and the capacity of nets increased rapidly after the
introduction of engines. The result was conflicts between the different economic
layers, large enterprises end small fishermen. This also gave rise to disputes
between villages concerning the right to exclusive use of the coastal waters
of the village both for fish and for shellfish and algae. The whole thing had

become chaotic. The confusion continued until the outbreak of the second world

war.

was this disorder not oleard up? What were the administrators up to?

Generally speaking, once the institutions and systems had been set up,
both administrators and research workers stayed in their offices a long

way from the sea and thereafter had scarcely any direct contaot with

fishermen, In this way they lost opportunities for discussions with them.

(b) Once established, the system itself becomes rigid and, difficult to apply
with the flexibility essential for adjustments in fishery activities,

(e) Administrators, especially local officials, engaged in empire building at the
expense of fishermen. The fishermen, thus neglected, were therefore perpetual-
ly at loggerheads with one another with no referee to arbitrate between them.

Fishermens organizations were set up by regions in village v.nits, However, after

the class distinctions due to engine introduction, the large fishermen and merchants
managed to get fishermen under their control. Accordingly, fishing rights and
authorizations tended to be monopolized. This tendency prevented a rational use

of the sea and had disastrous results on the fishermen's economy.

This sums up the various situations prevailing for a period cf 70 years before the war,

The second world war completely destroyed the country and. put it back where it had
started, We lost every-thing but we still had our experience. The '1refow of
fisheries' was the outcome of a bold revival of our common experience.

The main points of that reform were the following:

(a) put the sea back under the responsibility of the fishermen. The means
of using the sea for fishing are entrusted. to committees organised by fishermen.
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(b) To democratize fishermen's organizations (cooperatives) and get rid of
monopolies.

(o) To make better use of compensation for former fishing rights as a financial
basis for starting new activities,

In this connection, as I have just pointed out, we should not forget agrarian reform,
which laid the necessary groundwork for starting and developing modern fisheries.

(8) As I have explained, Japan has, starting from a destroyed countryside, succeeded
more quickly than might have been expeoted and by following the currents of the
technical innovation that was then all the rage our country achieved an extra-- -

ordinary economic development. But because of this mechanism, which is unique in
Japan, we Shave fallen into excesses whioh are now causing us to seek, at present
gropingly, ways of extricating ourselves from the distortions caused by over-
development.

I have now listed the main points of our post-war experience and in so doing feel I
have somewhat protracted this address, I shall end with a Chinese proverb: "A thousand
speeches are no-t worth even one glance".

Mr. Chairman, I yet have something which is not worth "a glance"... or rather which
I do not wish to expose to your glance. But I cannot get away from this question of
pollution.

Whenever my ideas touoh on one of these discouraging issues, I have to admit to a
strong feeling of guilt and embarrassment. Lack of foresight and the negligence of our
administration have led to the present disastrous situations, and in some cases these
failings exert a malign influence even away from our coasts, a fact which I strongly
deplore. Furthermore, the worst-off victims have been the sea, the fisheries and the
fishermen for which we should have been responsible. These victims, the fishermen, have
however, risen up against these desperate situations and exerted a decisive influence.
In doing so they are supported by the majority of the people and by the simultaneously
awakened. world-wide interest in problems of the environment, This movement is going
from strength to strength with the help it is receiving and is now capable of changing
the attitude of government and private enterprises.

Nevertheless, even with all these invaluable efforts we are surrounded at this
moment by an enormous and irresistible force that has come to threaten the whole world
of fisheries, It seems to be a more or less world-wide phenomenon. That force is the force
of users other than fishermen and it first saw the light of day under the name of "exploitation
of the oceans".

I have to say that I am never opposed to the exploitation of the oceans as such, provided
it is done rationally. But I feel that current movements towards exploitation - selfish and.
arbitrary movements arising from power politics in each sector - should not be left free to
do as they wish.

On this point I wish to remind you very strongly of the urgency of the crisis and of
the points raised so forcefully and with such concern by the late Dr. Chapman at the Second.
Session of the Committee on Fisheries six years ago. As ho said, "We fishery people" must
take steps to deal with these problems resolutely and in perfect unity. Using the necessary
skill, we must therefore, first of all and as soon as possible, find, a solution -t the pro-
blems and. conflicts which exist within the fisheries industry and which could harm that

unity.

Here I fear that our fishery interests and activities concentrate too much on problems
of species, especially those that are of special interest to the developed. countries from
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the point of view either of adminietration or of ecience and at both national and. in-rna-bional
leveL. This thencmenon, if i-b eriets, appears to reflect the hi$-bory of fishery development

and. not the pecifie intent of the developed óauntries And. yet given the objective
reqiiiremene of the orrent si-buabiono, we should. devoto more effor-b either relatively or

even absóïutel, to activities8 for exemple, to the developmewb of coastal fishîng which
I have just men-bioneth

Against the present background I wich to urge that we should. pool our of foils in order
to tackle these probleme oÍ coastal fiehing and. a-1; the same time rcs±t the threatening
force I have mentioned, encouraging other ucers of the sea to exnloit the oceans in a truly
rational way and calling on our sense of initiative and reponibi1ity0 To tackle theme
two now duties we mus-b mobilize all our rgies and. supply ou:- oarch and administration

activi-bies with the requisite supporb.

There is one crues-bien which I am always asking myself and on which I should like to

have your opinion2 ' Is it really impossible fer administrators -be take a decision on the
problems besetting the developed coun-bries witho-rb requiring research workers to display
a 'scientific accuracy' which cecino to be beyond their reach?" That is my question, which
I address more -to myself' even than to you0

National interest is very impor-bant, birt have we nô-b distorted this idea end allowed.

it -be fade in the past -through hesitation and reluctance? Have we no-b, therefore, restricted

activities of international in-bores-t? To ìt not because of -this vicious circle that we
find ourselves deadlocked, and forced to make fruitless efforbe within increasingly complex
machinery? Io it not time -to end this tendency? fire not we the oneS who should do so?

Wo have no more time -to ste, for we arc confronting problems of "global interest"
or "human interest" that demand a radical change in our at-titude0 The question of the
hour is the crisis of humanity in relation -to problems of population, food, industriali7,a±ion,
resources and poilu-bien, Since the possibility of solving these problems depends to a
large ox-tent ori the oceans, te must make an end of petty domestic problems - which should.
not be so difficult - ?n& on our own authority and. responsibility discharge this new mission
which concerns us "fishery people", who were the fi.ret to tackle the problems of resources
and who have already attained many valuable results0

At the dawn of the 1980s what projects shall we have in view and -be what should wo
devote all our ener? Action, however iodet and simple, must now be prepared and directed.
with dstermination and assursnoe a-b -the first rays of that dawn0

Mr Chairman, a poor golfer has at last come to the tee ground Of the 18th hcie The
subject of my address has swerved from its path like a misdirected. golf ball, and the score
standing bo my cred.i-b is miserable0 ai-b a-b least at -bhi las-b hole I an going to place the
ball rìi-b on -the fairway with a hi-t which is both not too strong and fairly accurate0

The fairway- a-b which I must aim is "new resources and new products". Since las-b year
our centre has started activities covering the study of "krill" (Eupl-iausia a) of the
Antarctic Ocean0 These aotivtieo are only experimental at the mcmen-t. I-b goes without
saying -that we bave abeolutelly no intention of using these invaluable and irreplaceable
resources for the benefit of us Japanese alone. We shall adopt a prudent attitude towards
these studje, paying heed -to what Dr. Lucas brought -to our attention at the First Session
of the Goinmjtleo on Fiherjos,

The -fairway a-b which I must aim is tnew resources and new products"0 Since last year
oun centre hes star-bed activities covering -the study of "krill" (Eu-phausia superba). These
activities are only experimental at the momen-b It, goes without shying -that we have absolute-
ly no intention of using -these invaluable and irreplaceable resourcec for the benefit of us
Japanese alone. W ehal:1 adopt a prudent a-b-ti-buds -towards these studies, paying hoed bo wha-t
Dr. Lucas brought to our atten-bion a-b the first session of the Commi-t-bee on Fisheries.
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Use of these resources could not be worth while from -the profitability viewpoint and.
would not suit commercia]. activities. Accordingly, such use should be guided and effected
with a view to international collaboration or international assistance, with government
support, leading to a solution of the problem of protein shortage in the developing countries.
I deeply hope that collaboration to that end will be achieved at international level by
all parties that share the same aim, both research workers and administrators, and whether
the subjeot is fishing means, manufacturing processes, forms of product, etc.

I feel rather presumptuous and embarrassed in making a premature request to you without
being able to supply you with any data at this stage. I should be very happy if FAO were to
-take the necessary initiatives for a suitable period.

Mr. Chairman, I admit that most of the views and suggestions I have voiced today must
first 'ce made known to the appropriate authorities in my country. However, despite the
possible embarrassment to you, I have taken the liberty of choosing this international
conference as the first 000asiol-i for publishing ruy ideas, hoping thus -to obtain the oonsent
of the appropriate authorities i-n my on country more quickly.

Mr. Chairmen, I find it difficult to express my deep gratitude for your kindness in
affording me -this opportunity to address you, and I thank you, distinguished delegates,
Ladies and Gentlemen, for having listened with such generosity, sympathy and attentiveness
to my modest address,

* * e *
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